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There once was a boy named Ahmed. he was a tall
funny looking young boy. He  loved to play tricks on
people.
Friends, Family members, classmates, teachers and
everyone knew he loved to make trouble. everyone
told him that joked to much and one day this would
cause him saddness.
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He never listened to thier warning and continued to
make trouble.
One day he filled his teacher's classroms with lizards.
there were lizards on the tables and lizards on the
chairs There were even lizards flying in the air. Oh my
goodness there were lizards everywhere!
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Ahmed!  "Why would you do this!?" his teacher said
one day you will regret being such a jokester" But
Ahmed his friends and classmates just laughed. Ahmed
loved the attention the students were giving him. So
he continued in his trickster ways
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The next week he decieded to play tricks on his
classmates. Ahmed and his friends filled ballons with
water and waited in the tree near the school. When
the students walked past the tree Ahmed and his
friends began throw the ballons. All the students went
to school wet and were very upeset with Ahmed.
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Ahmed!  "Why would you do this!?"  one of his
classmates said. "One day you will regret being such a
jokester" But Ahmed and his friends  just laughed and
enjoyed the view.
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The next day Ahmed decided to play a trick his
friends.  Ahmed invited his friends over to drink tea.
Oh! We are very happy that you invited us to your
house for tea.
Ahmed served his friends with a sinister smile. All at
once his friends drank the tea and immediately began
to  react to the salty tea.
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Amina began to throw up,  Nassim and  Hownia winced
in pain. Ahmed replaced the sugar with salt and did
not tell his friends.
Ahmed! Why would you do such a terrible thing?
Amina said but Ahmed just laughed by himself. Amina
why  are you so upset it is  just a joke.
 Ahmed everything is not a joke, and one day you will
regret being such a jokester.
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The next day Ahmed went to school. He tried to play
with the other students but they did not want to play
with him. "We are tired of your jokes and we don't
want to play with you anymore" said Amina. Ahmed
hung his head low and walked away
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On his way home Ahmed ran into Said. Said asked
Ahmed "where are your friends and why are you
walking all alone?" Ahmed told Said all of the terrible
jokes he played on his teachers and friends. and now
no one wanted to talk to him because  they were afraid
that  Ahmed was going to do terrible things to them.

"I understand your problem" Said explained you were
mean to the people who care about you and they have
had enough if you stop playing tricks on your friends
and askfor forgiveness then they might want to talk to
you again.
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Ahmed thought for a moment and said " Said you are
absolutly correct. I was mean and cruel to the people
that love me unessarily.  I'm going  to start
apologizing now and I hope that they will forgive me"
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Said followed Amed until they saw Nassim playing
football. Nassim I am sorry that I was mean to you the
other day" said Ahmed " I now know that what i did
was mean and terrible. I hope that you can forgive me
and we can be friends again."

"Thank you for apologizing Ahmed. I am glad you
realized what you did was wrong. I forgive you and we
can be friends again." said Nassim. All three of the
boys happily  began to play football. and Ahmed
decided never to play tricks on his friends again.( But
strangers were still an option.)






